JOE’S APRIL MOVIE RELEASES

Tuesday, April 5

Bad Hurt (NR) Drama
A family battles to stay together as personal demons and destructive
secrets threaten to rip them apart.
Believe (PG) Sports/Drama
A fun and fictional tale around real life legendary soccer coach Sir
Matt Busby of England’s Manchester United team.
Cookout 2 (NR) Comedy
BET original movie about a man who kidnaps and blackmails a
basketball player and his family.
Countdown (R) Action
When a madman kidnaps a boy and rigs him with explosives, a cop
who lost his young son takes matters into his own hands.
Daddy (NR) Studio Q/Drama
An older gay man who thinks he has it all reconsiders his life when a
young, mercurial intern sweeps him off his feet.
Dixieland (NR) Crime/Drama -- Chris Zylka, Riley Keough
A young ex-con with bad luck gets trapped in a downward spiral of
crime and obsessive love with a sexy, listless girl-next-door.
Ghost in the Shell (NR) Action/Sci-Fi -- Scarlett Johansson, Michael Pitt
A cyborg policewoman attempts to bring down a nefarious computer
hacker.
The Great Hypnotist (NR) Foreign/Drama (China)
A famous psychologist has a promising career, until he meets a
troublesome patient.
Identicals (R) Sci-Fi
An unconventional romantic thriller in which people live in a world of
parallel lives with others who walk and talk just like them.
The Ignorance of Blood (NR) Foreign/Crime Drama (Spain)
The chief of the homicide division in Sevilla must solve two very
different, troubling cases before time runs out.
Mojave (R) Suspense -- Oscar Isaac, Garrett Hedlund
A suicidal artist goes into the desert, where he finds his
doppelgänger: a homicidal drifter.
Mountain Men (NR) Comedy -- Chace Crawford, Tyler Labine
Two estranged brothers head to a remote family cabin to bond, but
buried resentments and bruised egos quickly derail their plans.
Mutual Friends (NR) Comedy/Romance
A bride-to-be throws a surprise birthday party for her new fiancé, in part
to atone for sleeping with her best friend on their engagement night.
Natural Born Pranksters (R) Comedy -- Roman Atwood, Vitaly Z, Dennis Roady
YouTube’s three most notorious pranksters come together for the first
time to unleash the most epic pranks in an outrageous film event.
Nightingale (NR) Foreign/Drama (China)
The story of an old man and his granddaughter, who walk together
through China with a bird in a cage.

Once I Was a Beehive (PG) Comedy/Drama
After losing her father to cancer, a teenage girl reluctantly joins her new
step-cousin at a summer camp for Latter-Day Saint girls.
Patrick’s Day (NR) Drama
A twenty-six-year-old virgin schizophrenic must navigate first love in the
shadow of his obsessive, controlling mother.
Pay Back (NR) Foreign/Action (Hong Kong)
Two worlds collide when a Triad leader and a taxi driver form an unlikely
partnership. Now, they need to work together in order to survive.
The Princess of France (NR) Foreign/Drama (Argentina)
After the death of his father, Victor returns to Buenos Aires to produce a
radio play with five women he is involved with romantically.
Riot (NR) Action -- Dolph Lundgren, Chuck Liddell
A cop purposefully orchestrates a bank robbery in order to take down
a notorious Russian kingpin.
Star Wars: The Force Awakens (PG13) Sci-Fi/Fantasy
Thirty years following the battle of Endor, the Resistance is still hard at
work rebuilding the galaxy from the ashes of the Empire.
Stealing Cars (R) Action/Drama -- Emory Cohen, Mike Epps
A rebellious teenager navigates his way through the juvenile court
system.
They Call Me Superseven (NR) Sci-Fi/Comedy
Superseven, the top agent for secret organization T.H.E.M., must do
battle with the worldwide forces of evil.
Tumbledown (R) Comedy/Romance -- Rebecca Hall, Jason Sudeikis
A young woman struggles to move on with her life after the death of her
husband, an acclaimed folk singer.
Veteran (NR) Foreign/Action (South Korea)
A corny and seasoned police detective has a face-off with a young
tyrannical heir to an untouchable mega-corporation.
The Von Trapp Family: A Life of Music (NR) Family
This unforgettable movie follows the von Trapp family’s incredible
journey from the perspective of Agathe, the eldest daughter.

Tuesday, April 12

Flight 7500 (PG13) Suspense -- Ryan Kwanten, Leslie Bibb
Passengers on an overnight flight from L.A. to Tokyo encounter what
appears to be a supernatural force in the cabin.
Raven’s Touch (NR) Studio Q/Drama
Following a tragic accident, a woman finds unexpected opportunities
for healing after meeting a woman while secluded at a remote cabin.
Standoff (R) Action/Suspense -- Thomas Jane, Laurence Fishburne
A troubled veteran gets a chance at redemption by protecting a
12-year-old girl from an assassin.
Sugar Kisses (Besos de Azúcar) (NR) Foreign/Drama (Mexico)
A coming-of-age story about two young teenagers in the violent market
neighborhood of Tepito, Mexico City.

Tuesday, April 19

Driftless Area (R) Drama/Thriller -- Anton Yelchin, Zooey Deschanel
A bartender returns to his hometown after his parents die, and faces
a dangerous situation involving a mysterious woman and a violent
All Mistakes Buried (NR) Drama
A struggling addict takes on a dangerous criminal ring in his small town criminal.
Jane Got a Gun (R) Western -- Natalie Portman
to retrieve a stolen pendant he believes will save his marriage.
Neo-western about a good woman who must take revenge after her
Blood Shot (NR) Sci-Fi
husband is shot in the back by a ruthless gang.
Jonah’s search for answers about his brother’s death leads to the
Krampus (NR) Comedy/Horror -- Adam Scott, Toni Collette
shadowy underworld of a hyper-reality show.
A boy who has a bad Christmas ends up accidentally summoning a
Convict (NR) Drama
Christmas demon to his family home.
An upstanding Australian war veteran is sent to prison after a
Phoenix (PG13) Foreign/Drama (Germany)
reactionary moment and gets caught up in an immoral world.
A disfigured Holocaust survivor sets out to determine if the man she
Die Fighting (NR) Action/Martial Arts
loved betrayed her trust.
A team of Shaolin-trained kung fu actors about to get their break in
Ride Along 2 (PG13) Action/Comedy -- Ice Cube, Kevin Hart
Hollywood is forced to run a gauntlet through Los Angeles.
A fast-talking guy joins his girlfriend’s brother—a hot-tempered cop—to
Earthrise (NR) Sci-Fi
patrol the streets of Atlanta, and gets entangled in the officer’s latest case.
With the human race colonized on Mars, a few return to Earth each
Son of Saul (R) Foreign/Drama (Hungary)
year to rehabilitate the home planet they’ve never seen before.
A Hungarian prisoner at Auschwitz tries to save the remains of a boy
Fifty Shades of Black (NR) Comedy
An outrageous spoof of “Fifty Shades of Grey” starring Marlon Wayans he believes may be his son. Best Foreign Film Oscar Winner.
in the role of Mr. Black.
The Fool (NR) Foreign/Drama (Russia)
An ordinary plumber faces the corrupt system of local politics in order Alchemy: Human Transformation (NR) -- 4/5
to save the lives of 800 inhabitants of a collapsing dormitory.
Alien Mind Control: UFO Enigma (NR) -- 4/5
Ip Man 3 (PG13) Foreign/Martial Arts (Hong Kong) -- Donnie Yen
When a band of brutal gangsters led by a crooked property developer Breath of Life (NR) -- 4/5
make a play to take over the city, Master Ip is forced to take a stand.
How to Change the World (NR) -- 4/5
The Lady in the Van (PG13) British Comedy/Drama -- Maggie Smith
Of Men and War (NR) -- 4/5
A man forms an unexpected bond with a transient woman living in her Prescription Thugs (NR) -- 4/5
van that’s parked in his London driveway.
Bannister: Everest on the Track (NR) -- 4/12
Lamb (R) British Drama
Ken Burns: Jackie Robinson (NR) -- 4/12
A man meets a young girl in a parking lot and attempts to initiate her
into the beauty of the outside world.
Dog Named Gucci (NR) -- 4/19
Magical Girl (NR) Foreign/Drama (Spain)
Drunk Stoned Brilliant Dead: The Story of National Lampoon
The father of a seriously ill girl tries to obtain her last wish: the dress
(NR) -- 4/19
belonging to the main character of a Japanese TV series.
The
Human
Face of Big Data (NR) -- 4/19
Major (NR) Foreign/Drama (Russia)
A woman watches as a recklessly driving police major kills her young Love is a Verb (NR) -- 4/19
son, and finds her anguish compounded when a cover-up ensues.
Sembene! (NR) -- 4/19
Misconduct (R) Drama – Josh Duhamel, Anthony Hopkins, Al Pacino
Nova: Creatures of Light (NR) -- 4/26
An ambitious lawyer is caught in a power struggle between a corrupt
pharma-exec and his firm’s senior partner.
Panic in Year Zero (R) Sci Fi/Drama
Anguish (NR) -- 4/5
Sci-fi classic from 1962, in which a couple and their teen-age kids
enter the lawless aftermath of a nuclear attack.
Ava’s Possessions (NR) -- 4/5
The Revenant (R) Adventure/Drama -- Leonardo DiCaprio, Tom Hardy
Creep (R) -- 4/5
A frontiersman on a fur trading expedition fights for survival after being Hallow (NR) -- 4/5
mauled by a bear and left for dead by his own hunting team.
Lake Fear (NR) -- 4/5
Sex Ed (NR) Comedy
First time teacher Eddie Cole turns his detention class into Sex Ed, but Shopping Tour (NR) -- 4/5
it seems his students may have more experience than he does.
The Forest (PG13) -- 4/12
That’s Not Us (NR) Studio Q/Drama
An intimate portrait of three twenty-something couples as they travel to
a beach house to enjoy the last days of summer.
Casual: Season 1 (NR) -- 4/5
Vessel (NR) Drama
Expanse: Season 1 (NR) -- 4/5
A fearless woman captains a ship through loopholes in international
law, in order to provide abortions on the high seas to women in need. Father Brown: Season 3 Part 1 (NR) -- 4/5
What Lola Wants (R) Action/Drama
A Place to Call Home: Season 3 (NR) -- 4/5
A 17-year-old girl runs away from home, intent on making her way
Grace & Frankie: Season 1 (NR) -- 4/12
across the country while the world believes she has been kidnapped.
Heroes Reborn: Event Season (NR) -- 4/12
What We Have (NR) Studio Q/Drama
Haunted by his life on stage in France, a theater artist seeks refuge in London Spy (BBC) (NR) -- 4/12
a remote town in Northern Canada.
And Then There Were None (Miniseries) (NR) -- 4/19
Dominion Creek: Season 1 (NR) -- 4/19
Veep: Season 4 (NR) -- 4/19
Backtrack (R) Drama/Thriller -- Adrien Brody, Sam Neill
Dr Blake Mysteries: Season 1 (BBC) (NR) -- 4/26
Psychologist Peter Bower’s life is thrown into turmoil when he
19-2: Season 1 (NR) -- 4/26
discovers a strange secret about his patients.

New Documentaries

New Horror Releases

New TV on DVD

Tuesday, April 26

Some titles may not be available at both locations, but we will gladly transfer them for you to rent.

